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Objectives 

Engineers Without Borders chapters of the University of Minnesota and the Minnesota 
Professionals are partnering with the Uganda Rural Fund, a registered 501©(3) non-profit, in 
Mulobere, Uganda (Figure 1) to create systems for locally sustainable groundwater supply and 
ecological sanitation for the Hope Integrated Academy and the Mulobere community (Figure 1). 
The school will serve as a secondary school, vocational school, computer center, and health 
clinic and will provide education to over 500 children and community members during the day. 
It will serve as an overnight residence for 300 of the students, mainly AIDS orphans, as well as 
for school staff within the next two years. 

 
Background of Project 

Availability of nearby drinking water sources are turbid, contain bacteria, and fluctuate with the 
seasons. EWB at the University of Minnesota has provided a rainwater harvesting system for 
the school as an initial water solution, which provides 5L of water per day to 250 people 
throughout the dry seasons. In order for the school to operate properly as a learning facility and 
orphanage, an expanded clean water supply must be available to students, staff, and 
community members, for a minimum capacity of 500 daily users. EWB at the University of 
Minnesota also designed and implemented a dry composting sanitation system with capacity of 
65 users as an introduction of this type of system to composting technology. The system has 
proven useful, and we are now working to design an expanded sanitation system with a 
capacity of 500 daily users. EWB University of Minnesota will generate a cohesive, locally 
sustainable solution to the Hope Integrated Academy's water and sanitation problems.   

Figure 1: Location and picture of the Hope Integrated Academy. 
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1. Ground Water 
 
A. Project Description 

EWB UMN has done considerable work at Hope Integrated Academy in the rural area of 
the Masaka District of Uganda, partnering with Uganda Rural Fund, who own and 
operate the school.  Based on our assessment while on site and from our discussions 
with the members of URF, we have decided to focus our next phase of the project on 
working to develop water sources, water treatment and other engineering solutions to 
the nearby communities that URF already works with.  This is to mirror the strategy of 
URF as they not only serve the communities through the school, but also through 
women’s and men’s groups in the nearby communities that look to educate, assist and 
create opportunities for the people in the area. 
In our discussions with URF and others in the community, we have learned that there 
are problems in the nearby communities regarding the source of their water.  There are 
a number of shallow wells in the area, not unlike the one EWB UMN drilled this past 
summer, that have handpumps.  For one reason or another, these wells and handpumps 
are not providing the necessary water.  There appear to be two primary causes; 1) The 
handpumps break down mechanically without the knowledge or resources for repair, 
and 2) The wells/boreholes run dry during the dry season. 
In this predesign report we are seeking to more fully understand the causes of these 
problems as well as evaluate possible solutions.  To better understand the problem we 
will investigate the regional hydrology and hydrogeology as well as typical handpump 
models and documented problems experienced with them.  We also feel sustainable 
maintenance in necessary and believe the solution must be culturally sensitive. 
Alternatives will be generated and evaluated based on the effectiveness, the capital and 
annual operations and maintenance costs, operation and maintenance required, 
cultural influence and acceptability, and the feasibility for an implementation trip. 

B. Culture   

UNICEF and the World Health Organization define adequate access to water supply as 
the availability of at least 20 L/p/d from an “improved” source within 1 km of the user’s 
dwelling.  However, people in Uganda often have to travel much further, multiple times 
a day and still are not able to collect enough water to reach these standards.   On 
average rural Ugandans can expect to have access to approximately 8 L/p/d .  The 
source of the water is somewhat dependent on its intended use.  Poorer quality water 
from surface sources is most often used for washing, whereas higher quality water is 
used for cooking and drinking.  However, if clean water is not available the people are 
forced to drink contaminated water which often leads to disease.  It is estimated that 
approximately 25 L/p/d would be enough for personal consumption and sanitation and 
an additional 25 L/p/d would be necessary for bathing and food preparation.  This 
number may be an overestimation considering that a portion of the water is shared by 
the household for common use and also because many families do not have sufficient 
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containers to hold that much water.  In rural communities, water is considered a 
common good. People are generally willing to share its sources, as the community 
provides general labor, limiting the financial implications of its distribution.  However, 
due to the great demand and limited sources, large queues often form at well locations.  
This increases the burden placed on the water gatherers, which are disproportionately 
women and children.  Previous studies note that this burden would be reduced by 
increasing the number of wells, using bicycles as a means of collecting water to reduce 
the burden and increase the collection, increasing the volume of containers held by 
each household, and an increase in the use of rainwater barrels to collect and store 
water, even if for non-drinking purposes.  As of 2000, only 46% of the rural population 
had access to a reliable water supply and by 2015, the goal is to reach 100% coverage. 

 
 
C. Background 

i. Hydrology  

It has been found that typical boreholes in Uganda range between 20 meters to 
80 meters deep and have yields typically ranging from 0.5-5 m3/h and more 
typically 1.5-3.5 m3/h with water tables seen to be similar to area lake levels 
throughout the Rift Valley.  Areas close to Lake Victoria has yields from 0.5-1 
m3/h regardless of the bedrock formation.  Typically 8.5% of the boreholes 
drilled are found to be barren and 6% have a yield below 0.5 m3/h.  More recent 
drilling saw an average yield of 8 m3/h with a maximum of 70 m3/h.  The best 
yields have been obtained from boreholes 45-90 m deep.  Boreholes beyond 100 
m had poor yields because of the hydrogeology.  The best boreholes in Uganda 
are found on flat floors of valleys dominated by steep-sided hill. 

D.     Handpump Models 
 

i. India Mark II 

The Mark II is manufactured to strict industry standards for complete 
interchangeability of repair parts. It was designed through the joint efforts of a 
number of world service organizations. This pumps purpose is for long life under 
extremely adverse conditions, such as village wells, to 262 feet (80 meters) deep. 
It is intended to operate 20 million cycles before any repair is required. 
Recommended installation is for the pump base and casing pipe to be imbedded 
in a cement platform and foundation to seal the well. This provides an easily 
cleaned surface with a sloping drain into a soak for a PROTECTED source of 
potable water. Dempster Pumps, Nebraska 
Apparently there is a manufacturer and/or supplier of India Mark II pumps called 
Victoria Pumps Ltd. in Kampala, Uganda www.lifewater.ca/mark2.htm  

http://www.lifewater.ca/mark2.htm
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Manufactured to Indian Standards  IS:9301:1990  specification. UNICEF has 
approved this pump design for use in Asian and African nations and finances the 
purchase of these pumps. Capable of drawing water from depths of 100 Meters 
(328 Feet). Completely human powered, delivering 18 to 20 litres for 40 strokes. 
DSM Industries Trichey 

 
Table 1 : India Mark II Pumps   

Pump Type Recommended for water level 
setting depth (metres) 

Minimum ID of bore 
(mm) 

Approximate Discharge 
(L/Hour) 

India Mark II Deep well 
Hand pump 20-45 100 900 

India Mark II Extra 
Deep well Hand pump 

45-90 100 720 

 
India Mark 2 is the largest selling handpump in the word and is used in many 
countries of the world as the backbone of their community water supply. It is 
suitable for a depth of up to 50 meters. While it is a very sturdy pump, it is very 
important that the pump be manufactured to very exacting standards with strict 
adherence to quality control. Millions of India Mark 2 Pumps are lying broken 
and unused in the field. The main reason behind this is that low quality pump are 
purchased to save a few dollars and then these pumps break down very quickly 
and defeat the very purpose of their existence. The India Mark 2 Pumps is also 
available in the following versions: Force & Lift India Mark 2; With a choice of 
Stands like Telescopic, 3 legged, Square pedestal , Vergnet type stand etc, Extra 
Deepwell India Mark 2, Ghana Modified India Mark 2. For places where the 
water is very corrosive, the following components are available; Stainless Steel 
Connecting Rods, Stainless Steel Riser Pipes, Stainless Steel Cylinder Assembly 
with all Stainless Steel cylinder components, PVC Riser Pipes.  
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ii. Afridev 

The Afridev hand pump is a public-domain pump which can pump water from up 
to 45-60 meters below ground surface. This pump is designed with a "working 
barrel" which allows the piston to be extracted without removing the rising 
main. A special "hook" tool is required to extract the foot valve from the bottom 
of the cylinder (the foot valve may be jammed tightly in-place by sand). This 
hand pump uses imported neoprene rings as piston seals. This specialized part 
cannot be easily made in-county. The $1 rings often wear-out in about a year 
and, if not locally available, render this pump unusable to the local community! 
We have an installation and maintenance manual for these pumps. 
Can’t find manufacturers and/or suppliers in Uganda. 

iii. Vergnet 

 easy technical access 

 installation of several pumps on the same dug well 

 installation on non-vertical boreholes 

s.k. 
industries Figure 2: India Mark II handpump 
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 use on boreholes as deep as 100 metres 

E. Design Alternatives 

This section is an evaluation of all our considered alternatives.  It includes a brief 
description of the alternative as well as a descriptive evaluation based on 

 Effectiveness (does it achieve the goal) 

 Capital and annual operations and maintenance costs 

 Operations and maintenance 

 Cultural influence / acceptability 

 Trip feasibility (what it would look like for us to actually do this) 

i. Borehole Enhancement 

There are many options for borehole enhancement, from drilling completely 
new boreholes in different locations to rehabbing the current boreholes.  If new 
boreholes are deemed necessary then information used for the development of 
the current well at Hope Integrated Academy would be used to develop new 
boreholes.  Rehabbing the current boreholes could take on many different 
options depending on the status of the current boreholes, some options could 
include hydorfracturing or drilling the boreholes deeper to try to minimize 
seasonal fluctuations.     A better understanding of the hydrogeology and current 
status of the boreholes would be necessary for both new and rehabbing options.  
New and rehabbed boreholes would require a capital investment while the latter 
would be less of an investment it would have to be analyzed well in order for the 
investment be effective 

ii. Handpump Repair 

There will likely be several handpumps that only require simple repair.  Because 
people in the surrounding communities lack tools and any knowledge of the 
handpumps, even the smallest repair can prevent a handpump from being used 
and allow it to fall into disrepair.  For this reason we should itemize each part of 
the pumps and secure the proper tools to disassemble and fix all parts of the 
handpumps.  This will require us to either travel to Uganda with the proper tools 
or secure them in country.  It would be more risky to secure them in country, but 
would encourage the sustainability of the project if those using the pump new 
they could get the tools to repair them. 
This approach will require us to know which pumps we are dealing with and get 
a better idea of the possible problems associated with them.  An assessment trip 
would allow us to identify the specific makes/models of the handpumps as well 
as give us an opportunity to gauge the difficulty of the repair and the speed at 
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which the repairs could be accomplished.  Any repairs need to be coupled with a 
training and maintenance scheme. 

iii. Maintenance Regime/Training 

With an understanding of the typical problems associated with the broken-down 
handpumps, we can begin to setup a training program for the people in the 
community as well as provide them the necessary tools to repair the 
handpumps.  The structure of this has to be further investigated and will depend 
on both the handpump problems as well as social structure of the community 
and URF.  

iv. Handpump Standardization 

An option considered and implemented on larger scales in some countries is to 
standardize all the handpumps to one make/model.  The advantages of this is 
that maintenance and repair training is only required for one model.  So if an 
individual knows how to fix one handpump, they are able to fix all the 
handpumps.  It also allows local industry to produce individual parts for the 
handpumps because there is a reasonable economy for them, whereas before, 
they would have had to stock a smaller amount of parts from multiple different 
models.  The disadvantage of this is that it is very labor and capital intensive.  For 
this to be effective, large areas or even entire countries have to standardize.  The 
cost of doing this would be very expensive and also require a lot of labor and 
time. 
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F. Decision Matrix 

The design alternatives were then collaboratively evaluated.  See discussion below. 
 

Table 2: Decision Matrix 
   

Criteria Importance 
Handpump 

Repair 
Borehole 

Enhancement 
New 

Boreholes 

 
1,3, or 9 1,3, or 9 1,3, or 9 1,3, or 9 

Effectiveness 
       -quantity 9 9 3 9 

   -quality 9 9 9 9 

Costs 
       -capital 3 9 3 1 

   -O&M 9 3 3- 3 

Sustainability 
       -acceptance 9 3 3 3+ 

   -O&M 9 3 3 3 
   -env. impacts 3 9 9 3 

Trip Feasibility 9 9 3 1 

Total 540 378 243 273 

 
The ranking for this preliminary evaluation was based on a collaborative effort of the 
water supply group.  The criteria were weighted based on importance and each option 
was give a score of 1,3 or 9.  Highly important criteria get a higher number and an 
alternatives ability to meet the criteria earned it a higher number.  So the higher the 
final score, the better the alternative based on this evaluation.   
 
The handpump repair ranked highest, only receiving lower scores because of the stigma 
associated with handpumps in the first place.  They aren’t seen as reliable and will likely 
require undesirable further maintenance.  Borehole enhancement encountered a similar 
problem as well as being less feasible for this trip.  Drilling new boreholes scored well 
except for the cost and investment required for drilling and installing. 
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1. Surface Water 
 
A. Project Description 

EWB UMN has done considerable work at Hope Integrated Academy in the rural area of 
the Masaka District of Uganda, partnering with Uganda Rural Fund, who own and 
operate the school.  Based on our assessment while on site and from our discussions 
with the members of URF, we have decided to focus our next phase of the project on 
working to develop water sources, water treatment and other engineering solutions to 
the nearby communities that URF already works with.  This is to mirror the strategy of 
URF as they not only serve the communities through the school, but also through 
women’s and men’s groups in the nearby communities that look to educate, assist and 
create opportunities for the people in the area. 
One area of interest URF has is in the capture and storage of surface water, both as 
rainwater and overland flow.  From phase 1 of the project, we know that rainwater 
harvesting can be both successfully implemented and extremely effective in providing a 
safe and secure drinking water source.  The area also has a history of capturing overland 
flow of surface water.  Currently, most people in the area rely on surface water as their 
primary water source, most often taken from nearby ponds and swamps filled by the 
monsoon seasons that often run dry in the dry season.  In the area, efforts have been 
made by both the government and individuals to enhance the retention and storage of 
overland surface water, most frequently by building earth dams to retain surface water 
in the natural gullies of the landscape. 
In this predesign report we are investigating both of these options by looking into the 
season weather patterns of southwest Uganda as well as expected overland flow of 
surface water.  We will also investigate methods of rainwater harvesting and overland 
flow retention. 
Alternatives will be generated and evaluated based on the effectiveness, the capital and 
annual operations and maintenance costs, operation and maintenance required, 
cultural influence and acceptability, and the feasibility for an implementation trip. 
 

B. Background 

i. Weather Patterns 

Uganda has a tropical climate with average monthly temperatures consistently 
between 16 – 31 degrees Celsius all year round. Relative humidity is often high, 
ranging from 70% to 100% while the average monthly evaporation rates range 
between 125-200mm for the country. The two rainy seasons usually span from 
March to May and from September to January, although the second appears to 
be weaker and less defined than the first. According to mean monthly rainfall 
amounts, the following tables display the average amount of Liters a single 
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person could collect from a rainwater harvesting system in relation to roof area 
and family size. 
 

Table 3: Liters of Water per Person per Day (300 ft2)       

 Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Average 

LpP (5) 15.81 8.97 23.5 28.61 22.84 12.21 8.08 9.94 13.9 14.68 16.57 15.44 15.88 

LpP (8) 9.88 5.61 14.69 17.88 14.27 7.63 5.05 6.21 8.69 9.17 10.36 9.65 9.92 

 
Table 4: Liters of Water per Person per Day (200 ft2)       

 Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Average 

LpP (5) 10.54 5.98 15.67 19.07 15.22 8.14 5.39 6.63 9.27 9.79 11.05 10.29 10.59 

LpP (8) 6.59 3.74 9.79 11.92 9.51 5.09 3.37 4.14 5.79 6.12 6.91 6.43 6.62 

 
 

 
 
 

Important things to note: 

1) Amount of water the average Ugandan uses in a day (2006): 15 Liters.  

2) During La Niña years, months October – January receive less 
precipitation, while there is a slight increase in precipitation July – September. 
Conversely, during El Niño years, months October-January tend to have more 
rainfall, while July – September tend to have less. The following graph was 
published by the International Journal of Climatology in 2000 in the article 
“ENSO and Interannual Rainfall Variability In Uganda: Implications for 
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Figure 3: Liters of Water per person per day, per month for various roof and family sizes. 
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Agricultural Management,” and represents the monthly rainfall distribution in 33 
sites throughout Uganda during El Nino/La Nina years in comparison with the 
average precipitation of all years from 1931-1960. 

 
 

 

 

ii. Overland Flow 

An important component in deciding surface runoff is the topography of an area. 
Topographic area is the land region that collects and discharges surface 
steamflow through one outlet. In the district of Masaka the topography is 
composed of rolling low, level hilly countryside. This area consists of vertical 
gully heads and valley bottom swamps and streams. However, the area in 
general is on a plain plateau. Most of the runoff water flows into the pooling 
surface water that can be found at its natural state in the marches and streams 
in the gullies of the rolling hills.    

The SCS Curve Number Method has become a widely recognized standard 
method of computing infiltration, and therefore, estimating surface runoff. The 
cumulative excess depth (runoff) Pe is the difference between the cumulative 
precipitation depth P and the cumulative abstraction depth Ia+Fa, which gives the 
general equation: 

aae FIPP   

Through experiments, it has been discovered that the initial abstraction is 
approximately equal to 20% of the maximum possible abstraction S. The 

Figure 3: Precipitation per month during years of  El Ninos, Las Ninas, and others 
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parameter S is determined by the Curve Number CN by the following 
relationship:  

10
1000


CN

S  

The curve number can be determined from compiled tables based on land use, 
soil classifications, and antecedent moisture conditions. The soil in the Masaka 
district is generally known to be sandy clay; this would be considered a group C 
soil classification. For one situation, the farming field, we will consider row crops 
in conservation tillage of poor hydrologic condition, giving a CN of 88. For 
conservation tillage poor hydrologic conditions, 5% to 20% of the surface is 
covered with residue (less than 750 lb/acre row crops). For the second situation, 
we will consider noncultivated area or a brush area with poor hydrologic 
conditions, giving a CN of 77. With the determined CN values, the maximum 
possible abstractions would be as follows:  

For farming fields: 
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For noncultivated area: 
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Based off determined relationships, the following equation can deprived: 

 
SP

SP
Pe

8.0

2.0
2




  

The region of Masaka receives a moderate amount of rainfall, and in the rainy 
seasons (March through May and again in September through December) huge 
amounts of rain water. The annual average rainfall received is between 1100mm 
– 1200mm or approximately 43 inches a year. The rainfall usually occurs on 
approximately 100 rainy days. We will estimate than there will be 100 rainfalls 
with approximately .43 inches of rain. With the information, the average amount 
of runoff from one rain event can be computed. 
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For farming fields: 
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For noncultivated area: 
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That would be equal to approximately 11 inches of runoff per year for farming 
fields and 4.9 inches per year for noncultivated land. Multiply these numbers by 
the corresponding areas of the region that is a considerable amount of water 
that can be retained and used in beneficial ways.  

(Mays, Larry W.. Water Resources Engineering. New York, NY: Wiley, 2004.) 

 iii. Culture  

UNICEF and the World Health Organization define adequate access to water 
supply as the availability of at least 20 L/p/d from an “improved” source within 1 
km of the user’s dwelling.  However, people in Uganda often have to travel much 
further, multiple times a day and still are not able to collect enough water to 
reach these standards.   On average rural Ugandans can expect to have access to 
approximately 8 L/p/d .  The source of the water is somewhat dependent on its 
intended use.  Poorer quality water from surface sources is most often used for 
washing, whereas higher quality water is used for cooking and drinking.  
However, if clean water is not available the people are forced to drink 
contaminated water which often leads to disease.  It is estimated that 
approximately 25 L/p/d would be enough for personal consumption and 
sanitation and an additional 25 L/p/d would be necessary for bathing and food 
preparation.  This number may be an overestimation considering that a portion 
of the water is shared by the household for common use and also because many 
families do not have sufficient containers to hold that much water.  In rural 
communities, water is considered a common good. People are generally willing 
to share its sources, as the community provides general labor, limiting the 
financial implications of its distribution.  However, due to the great demand and 
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limited sources, large queues often form at well locations.  This increases the 
burden placed on the water gatherers, which are disproportionately women and 
children.  Previous studies note that this burden would be reduced by increasing 
the number of wells, using bicycles as a means of collecting water to reduce the 
burden and increase the collection, increasing the volume of containers held by 
each household, and an increase in the use of rainwater barrels to collect and 
store water, even if for non-drinking purposes.  As of 2000, only 46% of the rural 
population had access to a reliable water supply and by 2015, the goal is to reach 
100% coverage. 

 
C. Design Alternatives 

 
This section is an evaluation of all our considered alternatives.  It includes a brief 
description of the alternative as well as a descriptive evaluation based on 

 Effectiveness (does it achieve the goal) 

 Capital and annual operations and maintenance costs 

 Operations and maintenance 

 Cultural influence / acceptability 

 Trip feasibility (what it would look like for us to actually do this) 

 i. Rainwater Harvesting  

A domestic rainwater harvesting system has three important components: a 
collection surface, guttering, and storage tank.  

 
Rooftop: hard roofs are generally needed. One of our most important questions 
before making a design will be what kind of roofs most houses have in our 
community. It would be problematic for us if nearly all the homes in the 
community had grass roofs. However, thatched roofs made from coconut and 
anahaw palms would be sufficient. Other ideal roofs include: 

- Galvanized corrugated iron 
- Tiles, Slate 
- Plastic sheets 

Here’s a random fact… a 40  m^2 roof with 1000 mm rainfall per year, 85% 
rainwater capture (will only happen with a corrugated iron roof) and 8 person 
household will yield only 12 L of water per day per person, and that is half of 
what is recommended by WHO… thus alternative water capture systems MUST 
be used if we implement domestic rainwater harvesting. 

Guttering: Guttering systems should be made from metal or plastic, but other 
local resources can be used as well, as long as they do not rot from the rain. 
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Small gutters between 5-8 cm are efficient. Our gutters should be V, U, or square 
shaped. In general, gutters are cheap, we could buy 10 m of metal gutter for $12, 
and sometimes they run as cheap as $4.50 per 10 m. 

One important aspect of guttering to consider is first flush. The roof of a house 
during a dry season will become contaminated with feces and bacteria, so the 
first rainfall will need to be flushed away from the home and storage tank. 
Storage of the water tank would begin after the first rainfall. Additionally, the 
gutters will attract mosquitoes, so they must be cleaned occasionally to prevent 
disease. 

Storage: If the houses in our community already have adequate roofs, storage 
will be our biggest concern. Storage tanks are either semi-above or above 
ground. We can pick between either, but an above ground tank will probably 
have fewer maintenance problems. Storage tanks are the most expensive part of 
the system, by far. We will need to decide if it is more cost effective to buy a 
factory tank made from plastic, iron, or other metal, or use local resources like 
brick and mortar. One resource I found showed that a 10 m^3 corrugated iron 
tank cost $400 while a 10 m^3 cement tank cost $550. Another resource I found 
said we could find 750 L tanks for under $40, and 2000 L tanks for under $80. 
Obviously, we will need to research much further into what tanks to use. 

Tanks will need to be constructed according to daily water consumption, rainfall, 
and roof area. Two important ratios to consider are:   

- Storage capacity / daily water consumption 
- Roof area / storage capacity 

Steel or iron tanks might be our best choices since they will last longer and 
probably require less maintenance than brick and mortar, or even plastic (which 
is typically the most expensive). Tanks will need to be protected from 
mosquitoes.  A family of 8 consuming 18 L per day would need 11.5 m^3 for 
storage… but 8-10 m^3 would be sufficient. 

Rainwater harvesting will provide communities with higher quality water than 
they might possibly be drinking now, but they will absolutely need an alternative 
source to address all of their needs.  Rainfall should be over 50 mm/month for 6 
months or 300 mm/year to make rainwater harvesting feasible. 
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F. Decision Matrix 

The design alternatives were then collaboratively evaluated.  See discussion below. 

 

Table 4: Decision Matrix 
  

Criteria Importance 
Rainwater 
Harvesting 

Surface Water 
Retention 

 
1,3, or 9 1,3, or 9 1,3, or 9 

Effectiveness 
      -quantity 9 3 9 

   -quality 9 9 1 

Costs 
      -capital 3 3 3 

   -O&M 9 3+ 3- 

Sustainability 
      -acceptance 9 9 9 

   -O&M 9 3+ 3- 
   -env. impacts 3 9 1 

Trip Feasibility 9 9 3 

Total 540 378 246 

 

The ranking for this preliminary evaluation was based on a collaborative effort of the 
water supply group.  The criteria were weighted based on importance and each option 
was give a score of 1,3 or 9.  Highly important criteria get a higher number and an 
alternatives ability to meet the criteria earned it a higher number.  So the higher the 
final score, the better the alternative based on this evaluation.   

The rainwater harvesting ranked highest, only receiving lower scores for the limited 
quantity it is able to provide and the maintenance required.  From previous experience 
in the area, our team found several systems in disrepair.  The surface water option 
received lower scores for the quality and the possible environmental impacts since they 
would require flooding an area and limiting downstream availability. 
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3. Indoor Air Quality 

A. Problem Statement 

 
Primary: Exposure to by-products from incomplete combustion  

 
The exposure to by-products from incomplete combustion, including carbon monoxide 
and particle matter, is a leading health concern in developing countries.  It is the cause 
of nearly 36% of respiratory infections in children (CEIHD, 2007), and nearly 20,000 
children die every year due to pneumonia caused by indoor air pollution (Donohoe, 
2008). 

  
Secondary: Fuel scarcity 

 
In Kyetume, Uganda, fuel is very scarce.  The people rely on having wood delivered to 
them because they do not have the resources collect fuel, and they need energy to cook 
with. 

B. Design alternatives and expected impacts 

 
Alternatives:     Impacts: 

 
(1) Increase efficiency    Primary and secondary 

 
Since fuel is scarce, if would be beneficial to increase the efficiency of the current 
system of cooking.  Additionally, if less fuel is burned per unit of usable energy exposure 
would decrease.  Solutions in this category could both require less fuel, and improve the 
indoor air quality. 

 
(2) Fuel switch     Primary and/or secondary 
 
Changing to a different fuel may be possible since the community currently has wood 
delivered anyway.  A different fuel could also be more efficient so less is needed, and it 
may be cleaner burning. 

 
(3) Ventilation     Primary 

 
The structures where cooking currently takes place have poor ventilation.  If the 
ventilation is improved, the effects of the by-products will be less because there will be 
more dilution of toxic air pollutants. 

 
(4) System/behavioral shifts   Primary and possibly secondary 
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The current cooking techniques have many problems, so the most impactful shift may 
be to completely change the system.  This would be difficult however, because it is not 
easy to completely change behavior once people are set in their ways.  This might best 
be achieved through educating the public of the current problems, and showing them 
how small alterations to current practices may yield significant health benefits. 

C. Decision Criteria 

The overall objective of this project is to create a sustainable product that improves the 
health and enhances the daily routines of the members within the community. To 
create a successful and sustainable product many objectives must be achieved. 

Maintaining simplicity in design may improve the receptiveness of the product by the 
community members. The community must accept and like the design for it to be a 
success. The best way for the design to be integrated into the culture is to minimize the 
change from the original design, thus creating a more “user-friendly” product. 

Maximizing efficiency while minimizing cost is an important tradeoff in stove design.  
Maximizing efficiency may lead to a design that best reduces health hazards while 
increasing heat transfer, but may not be the most cost efficient or feasible for the 
resources we have available. Examples of some considerations are listed below: 

1) Creating a more heat efficient apparatus, allowing for faster cooking 
time. 

2) Designing a product that best reduces emissions such as carbon 
monoxide and particulate matter.  

3) Building a stove that functions as a stove-top, but also acts as a heat 
source. 

4) Create a design that may be constructed by materials easily accessible 
to the community.  

 

To evaluate the design options listed below a list of specific design criteria have been 
compiled.  This is not an exhaustive list but we believe using these criteria to 
quantitatively evaluate each proposed solution (see below) will greatly aid in the 
selection of a successful project.  The criteria are as listed below: 
 
Reduces exposure to combustion by-products:  As described above reducing the health 
outcomes due to exposure to indoor air pollution is the primary goal of this project.   

 
Reduces fuel scarcity:  Also described above reducing fuel use is a secondary goal of this 
project and thus is included in the decision criteria. 
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Cultural acceptance:  It is important that shifts in cooking technology will be accepted by 
the users.  If it is expected that a change in cooking technology will drastically affect its 
use then this becomes an important issue. 

 
Technical feasibility:  There are a range of options involving cooking stoves and indoor 
air pollution mitigation.  Some of these options may not be technically feasible due to 
conditions on site.  This category addresses this issue. 

 
Distribution supply chain:  Ultimately, we would like the local communities to construct 
our chosen solution locally.  To do this it is important the materials and tools are 
available locally or there is at minimum a reliable supply chain for necessary parts (e.g., 
sheet metal for a rocket stove). 

 
Implementation cost:  Lastly, due to budget constraints it is important that we choose a 
project that can impact the greatest number of people in a meaningful way.  This 
category will address limitations due to budget. 

D. Design Options 

i. Increased stove efficiency/Improved cooking stoves 

 
Description 
 
The inefficiency of the common cooking stove in Uganda was an important issue 
that we decided to focus some of our initial efforts towards.  Currently, the 
common Ugandan household cooking stove is more of an open fire pit then a 
stove.  This style of cooking uses a lot of fuel, retains very little heat, and 
provides virtually no means for smoke and particulate matter to be vented from 
within the house.  In order to increase the efficiency of their cooking, we 
considered solutions involving improved cooking stoves.  Each solution we 
considered was given our attention because it worked towards increasing the 
efficiency of their cooking and ultimately improving the air quality of their 
homes. 
 
Pros and Cons 

 
Rocket Stoves: 
 
Pros: Rocket Stoves are popular alternatives because their design allows for a 
high heat retention and a low fuel cost.  Also, based on several design 
schematics, they appear rather easy to construct.  Various design modifications 
would be relatively easy, as well.  
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Cons:  These stoves are not designed to involve any chimney or means of 
ventilation.  They also appear to be built out of metal, brick, or cinder blocks and 
these materials may not be as easy to come by as homemade clay.  Also, it is 
unclear if using homemade clay would somehow detract from the improved 
efficiency of these stoves.   
 
Jiko Stoves/Aluminum stoves: 
 
Pros:  These stoves are small, lightweight, and easily transportable.  They are 
made out of metal, which has very high heat retention.  This stove also burns a 
lot less fuel.  Our ability to build these stoves onsite is unclear, however, there 
are a couple answers to that problem.  Showing local metal workers how to build 
and maintain them would not be difficult.  Also, Jiko Stoves are a type of metal 
stove that is mass-produced in Africa and they sell for as little as $2.00-$3.00 per 
stove. 
Cons:  These stoves are not designed with ventilation in mind.  Also, many 
aluminum and Jiko stove designs specify the use of charcoal.  This would possibly 
involve a fuel switch, which may or may not be feasible.  If local metal workers 
were to learn how to build and maintain these types of stoves, they may run into 
problems involving material availability.  If we were to purchase Jiko stoves, the 
families we would be giving them to would be at the mercy of the manufacturer, 
which is not located near our area of interest.  The ease of behavior change is 
also important to consider in each of these solutions. 
 
Applicability 
 
While both of these options are applicable to the problem, it would appear that 
utilizing rocket stoves is somewhat more feasible, for several reasons.  Rocket 
stoves could be built on site and maintenance by the families would be possible.  
Neither the rocket stove or the aluminum stove involve much detail concerning 
ventilation, however, the rocket stove could be easily modified to include a 
chimney, whereas, modifying the aluminum stove in such a way may not be as 
practical.  The only benefit that is possessed solely by the aluminum stove is its 
high heat retention.  However, the heat retention of the rocket stoves can be 
improved in several ways, including the utilization of insulating ceramics.   

 ii. Outdoor Cooking 

 
Description 
 
By switching to outdoor cooking, families would cook their meals over a fire 
outside the home instead of inside. We could enhance the outdoor cooking 
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design by building an extension of the roof to cover the cooking space when it 
rains. It would be open on the sides to let the smoke out. Another design for 
outdoor cooking is a central cooking area in the middle of the community. The 
central area would again be covered to protect the cooking space when it rains 
but would be open on the sides to allow the smoke out. Our group would design 
and build the roof, supports and cooking space. ---- (by cooking space I mean 
oven, stove, etc. not sure what a good general word for that would be) 
 
Pros and Cons 
 
There are several pros and cons to outdoor cooking. It would solve our primary 
problem and reduce exposure to by-products from incomplete combustion such 
as carbon monoxide. It would differ very slightly from the communities’ current 
method of cooking. The only difference is that they would need to go outside to 
cook which would make it easier for the families to adapt to the new method. All 
of the same cooking techniques could be used such as roasting, baking, grilling, 
frying and boiling. One major con of the design is that it does not meet our 
secondary problem of fuel scarcity. Since the cooking space would be outside it 
would not be shielded from the wind as much as inside the house. This would 
reduce the heat transfer efficiency and possibly require more wood to be 
burned. Compared to some of the other designs, outdoor cooking could be more 
expensive to implement if a roof over the cooking space is built.  
  
Applicability 
 
Outdoor cooking meets most of our design criteria. It reduces exposure to 
combustion by-products, would be culturally acceptable and is technically 
feasible. The one design criterion it does not meet is it does not reduce fuel 
scarcity. We could combine the outdoor cooking design with another design such 
as building a clay stove or metal heating coil to increase efficiency.  

 iii. Solar Cooking 

Description 
  
Solar cooking uses a metallic coated device to harness solar energy to cook food. 
There are several different designs and different variations of each design. The 
main approaches solar cookers take to cook food is to concentrate the sunlight, 
convert light to heat and trap the heat. Most solar cookers use a combination of 
these strategies since one alone is not sufficient to cook food thoroughly.  
 
Pros and Cons 
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Solar cookers posses several pros and cons compared to the other designs 
mentioned. Pros of the solar cooker include it is easy to build and it requires no 
additional fuel, funding, or electricity after they are put in place. They can also be 
built from everyday materials which make them cheap to make. They would not 
contribute smoke or heat to the inside of the house since they can be used 
outside. One major con of the solar cooker design is that they require sunlight to 
cook. Families would not be able to cook meals at night or on cloudy days. In 
addition, the solar cooker would be inefficient on cold days. Another con of the 
design is that some people may choose to sell their solar cooker as scrap metal 
and go back to their conventional ways of cooking.  
 
Applicability 
 
The solar cooker could be a solution to both our primary and secondary 
problems. It would reduce exposure to combustion by-products, reduce fuel 
scarcity since no fuel is needed and is technically feasible. Since this design is 
very different from the families current method of cooking it may be hard for 
them to switch and may not be completely culturally acceptable.  

 iv. Improved Ventilation 

Description 
 
Improving ventilation can have significant impacts on indoor air quality.  There 
are a number of ways to increase ventilation by simple modifications to the 
stove in use or the structure where cooking is done.  For example, if applicable a 
chimney could be added to a stove in use to remove pollutants from the people 
cooking.  Alternately, windows or fans could be installed in the building to 
increase air flow.  
 
Pros and Cons 
 
Pros: Most of these solutions are simple engineering problems.  They are fairly 
straightforward and could also be implemented by local community members in 
the future.  Lastly, this set of solutions would be inexpensive. 
Cons: The impact of these solutions will be variable by each location and over 
time.  For example, creating windows in the cooking structure may not be as 
beneficial during calm nights as it would be during a windy day (this could also 
vary by the type of house targeted). 
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Applicability 
 
These types of solutions are applicable because they involve minimal change in 
behavior while potentially leading to significant impacts.  Ventilation directly 
addresses our primary objective (exposure) but does little for our secondary 
objective (fuel scarcity).  The results of this solution will be difficult to quantify as 
they will be variable. 

 

v. Fuel Switching 

Description 
 
Current fuel sources for cooking in rural Uganda consist primarily of wood. 
However, this commodity is becoming scarce near Kyetume and is being 
transported from other parts of the country, which in turn raises the price. 
Alternative fuel sources are being explored to solve this problem and reduce 
exposure to toxic by-products of incomplete combustion. Such possibilities 
include charcoal, natural gas, and biomass. For each solution, cultural 
acceptance as well as technical feasibility and cost must be evaluated. The ideal 
fuel would be readily available, lowest in cost (kcal/$), and the least harmful to 
the users.  
 
Pros and Cons 
 
Pros: Fuel switching is capable of reducing air pollution significantly (e.g. natural 
gas).  It also represents a step up the energy ladder to a more efficient fuel. 
Cons: Not all fuels yield the same reductions in pollution.  Switches to coal or 
biomass may yield no reductions in exposure and may be more expensive to 
produce. 
 
Applicability 

 
A fuel switch would have to be evaluated carefully, so that it is sustainable. 
Although wood, the current primary source, is scarce, other sources may be even 
more difficult to find and maintain. For example, natural gas may not only be 
difficult to find and deliver, but may be inconvenient to distribute throughout 
the community and may not be culturally accepted. Depending on availability of 
charcoal and biomass, these possibilities could be more feasible. Biomass would 
be a good fuel source to take advantage of any excess biological material found 
in the area, such as plant matter and crop residue, and could also be relatively 
cheap. Charcoal and biomass fuel sources are more familiar to the community, 
and would therefore be more culturally accepted. 
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E. Decision Matrix 

Table 1 represents the aggregate scores given to each intervention type for all team 
members.  There are four options that score well: (1) clay rocket stove, (2) chimney, (3) 
solar cooker, and (3) cooking outdoors.  Inspection of the literature on indoor air quality 
in developing countries indicates that greater exposure reductions can be achieved 
using reduced emission stoves (e.g., rocket stove) than by addition of chimneys.  
Furthermore, it may be difficult to implement the system and behavioral shifts in the 
last category.  Thus, it is likely that the use of an improved stove (in this case, a clay 
rocket stove) may be the best option. 
 

Table 5: Decision Matrix      

 
Reduces 
exposure 

Reduces fuel 
scarcity 

Cultural 
acceptance 

Technical 
feasibility Cost Total Score 

Increase efficiency       
Rocket stove - clay 6.6 5.4 5.4 7.8 7.8 33 

Rocket stove - metal 5.4 5.4 2.2 5.4 3.4 21.8 

Fuel switch       
Charcoal 2.2 3.4 6.6 4.2 4.2 20.6 

Natural gas 6.6 6.2 1.8 1.8 1.4 17.8 
Biomass 3.8 6.6 6.2 3.8 4.6 25 

Ventilation       
Chimney 7.8 3 5.4 7.4 7.4 31 

Fans 5 1.8 2.6 1.8 3.4 14.6 
Windows 5.4 1.4 2.6 6.6 6.6 22.6 

System/behavior shifts       
Solar cooker 9 8.4 2.4 3.4 6.2 29.4 

Cook outdoors 7.8 1.4 5.4 9 7.8 31.4 
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Photos of Possible Solutions 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4:Rocket Stoves 

Figure 5:Jiko/Aluminum stove Figure 6:Solar cooking unit 
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4. Point of Use Treatment 

A. Problem 

i. General Problem Statement:   

The majority of community members collect their water from various surface 
water sources.  The surface water sources are not protected, and they are 
contaminated with bacteria and other pathogens.   Figure X.X. shows community 
members collecting the water from a swamp located approximately 3 kilometers 
from their village.  Currently, community members do not implement any 
treatment methods.  The contaminated water and lack of treatment has led to 
numerous water-borne illnesses. 

 

 
Figure 2:  Children collecting drinking water from a swamp  
 

 ii. Other Concerns and Considerations: 

One of the most striking aspects of the water collected by the community is the 
high turbidity.  Soil particles can be a source of bacterial contamination, and the 
high turbidity water can also have an impact on water treatment.  Removal of 
this turbidity is an important aspect for any of the proposed treatment methods.   
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The team must also be aware of the lessons learned from the implementation of 
the pilot bio-sand filter.  The bio-sand filtration unit shown in Figure X.X failed for 
a few main reasons.  First, the materials (quality lumber, gravel, and clean sand) 
required to construct an appropriate bio-sand filter were difficult to acquire.  
Second, construction of the device was likely too expensive and complex to be 
implemented on a large scale in the communities.  Finally, the water filtered 
through the bio-sand unit was too turbid which quickly clogged the sand.  Any 
treatment device to be installed in the future must be constructed from local 
materials, be cheap and easy to construct, and have multiple stages of filtration 
to remove initial turbidity.  Additional details about important evaluation 
parameters are included in the Design Considerations section.    

 

 
Figure 7: The pilot bio-sand filtration unit     
 

B. Design Alternatives and Expected Impacts 

i. Filtration 

 1. Straining through a cloth (Cloth Filters) 

The method of straining water through a cloth was first developed in 
Bangladesh as a simple, inexpensive way to reduce cholera infections.  
The method simply involves folding a cloth several times and pouring the 
water through the cloth into a wide-mouthed container.  By filtering out 
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particles and plankton, the cloth filter removes some disease-causing 
pathogens, which often attach to these particles and plankton.  After 
each use, the cloth should be rinsed and dried in the sun.   

 
Cotton sari cloths are often used as cloth filters.  Other types of clean 
cloth can be used instead, but effectiveness will vary.  In one study, led by 
Rita Colwell from the University of Maryland at College Park, a sari cloth 
filter, when folded at least 4 times, was found to filter out >99% of 
cholera bacteria, and that use of the sari filters led to a 48% reduction of 
cholera in rural Bangladesh villages (1).  However, this effectiveness may 
depend on the cloth type, pore size, and effective pore size after folding.  
In general, used cloth is more effective than new cloth, because the 
space between the cloth fibers decreases after washing it many times.   

 
There are a number of advantages to using cloth filters.  They are 
inexpensive, and free if extra cloth is already available.  The method is 
easy and requires little time—just enough to pour the water through the 
cloth.  Lastly, cloth filters have been shown to remove significantly 
reduce the risk of cholera.   
 
One disadvantage of this method is that it requires extra rinsing and 
drying of the cloth after each use.  Another disadvantage is that while 
filtering through a cloth removes some pathogens, this method doesn’t 
actually kill any pathogens, and it alone will not guarantee that the water 
is completely disinfected.   

2. Ceramic Filters 

There are two main designs for ceramic filters which are used to remove 
pathogens from water—ceramic pot filters and ceramic candle filters.   
 
A ceramic pot filter consists of a bowl-shaped filter, which is placed in a 
container with a lid and faucet or tap.  Water is poured through the 
ceramic pot filter, which traps pathogens.  Contaminants remaining in the 
top of the clay filter can be cleaned out by brushing the top side of the 
filter with a brush and rinsing it out.  Ceramic pot filters can be made 
from local clay mixed with combustible material like rice husks, sawdust, 
or coffee husks.  The clay and combustible material are sifted through a 
fine mesh, mixed together with water to form a homogenous mixture, 
and then pressed into the desired shape.  Then, when the pot is fired, the 
combustible material burns, leaving many tiny pores that water can flow 
through.  Many ceramic water filters are treated with colloidal silver 
(either added to the clay mixture before firing, or applied to the pot after 
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firing) to kill pathogenic bacteria and fungi (5).  Silver-coated ceramic pot 
filters have been shown to have a 99-100% pathogen removal efficiency 
(3).  This efficiency also depends on pore size and quality of construction.  

 
The ceramic candle filtering system is quite similar to the ceramic pot 
filter, consisting of two containers, one on top of the other, with one (or 
two or three) thick, candle-shaped ceramic filter providing a path 
between the containers.  Water is poured into the top container and 
filters through the ceramic candle(s) into the lower container.   

 
If a ceramic filter cracks at all, larger contaminants will be able to pass 
through the filter, so it’s important to replace it if it is damaged.  Also, if 
the cleaner water side of the ceramic filter comes into contact with 
something dirty, the filter should be thoroughly cleaned before reusing it.   
In general, the filter should be replaced every 1-3 years, or when the flow 
rate is too slow even after cleaning.  For turbidity levels greater than 50 
NTU, the water should be sedimented or strained through a cloth before 
using the ceramic filter (5). 

 
Advantages of the ceramic filters are that they are easy to use and can be 
made from local materials.  The filters are light enough so that they’re 
easy to transport.  They’re also relatively inexpensive.  Ceramic filters can 
be incredibly effective at removing pathogens.  A final advantage is that 
the ceramic filters tend to have high user acceptability.   

 
One disadvantage of the ceramic filters is that they have a slower flow 
rate, ranging from 1.5 to 3 liters per hour (3).  Another disadvantage is 
that the ceramic filters are breakable.  The ceramic filters require a little 
more maintenance.  (The filters must be cleaned regularly if the source 
water is dirty, and they must be replaced when they’ve been damaged or 
whenever the flow rate is too slow, even after cleaning.)  One last 
disadvantage is that while the filters are very effective at removing 
pathogens, they do not guarantee that the filtered water is completely 
pathogen-free.   

 

3. Intermittent Slow Sand Filter (Biosand Filter) 

The biosand filter is a modified slow sand filter that can be operated 
intermittently and can be built for use at a household or small group 
level.  It consists of a concrete box filled with layers of sand and gravel, 
and a biolayer which forms at the surface of the sand.  Water is poured 
through the top of the biosand filter and collected in another container at 
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the bottom of the spout.  As the water passes through the biosand filter, 
pathogens and suspended material are removed from the water.  Various 
studies have shown that the biosand filter removes 97% of E. coli, an 
indicator of fecal contamination, 99% of protozoa and helminths, 80-90% 
of viruses, 50-90% of toxicants, 90-95% of iron, and most suspended 
sediments (3).   

 
A slight modification of this biosand filter is the Kanchan arsenic filter.  By 
adding a layer of 5 kg of non-galvanized iron nails and a layer of brick 
chips to the typical biosand filter design, the new Kanchan arsenic filter 
can remove 85% to 95% of arsenic from source water (3).  The iron nails 
will need to be replaced around every 3-5 years to continue to effectively 
remove arsenic.   
 
Advantages of the biosand filter are that it can be made from locally 
available materials and is affordable.  It has high user acceptability and is 
easy to use.  The biosand filter is also very durable and has been shown 
to remove pathogens relatively efficiently.  It can be used to treat 60-80 
liters/day.   
 
One disadvantage of the biosand filter is that it’s very heavy, so it 
shouldn’t be moved after installation.  For water with a turbidity of 50 
NTU or greater, one will need to sediment the water before using the 
filter (3).  Similar to the cloth and ceramic filters, the biosand cannot 
guarantee that the filtered water is pathogen free.   

 

ii. Disinfection 

Since the water in Uganda is extremely turbid, the chosen treatment method will 
need to address both the organic matter present in the water and the potential 
pathogens that cause preventable diarrheal diseases in Uganda every day. 
Coagulation and disinfection provide a way to remove both turbidity and 
pathogens from collected water. The treatment methods looked at thus far for 
coagulation and filtration are the use of natural coagulants, Pur 
Packets/WaterGaurd, chlorine tablets and Lifestraws. 

 

1. Natural Coagulants 

Natural coagulants would be beneficial to use in point of use treatment 
as a renewable, sustainable and cost effective treatment method. In 
nature, tannins, essential oils, sap, and adhesive agents in plants are the 
active agents that bring about coagulation, and natural polymers such as 
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starch, gums, glues, and alginates function as bridging flocculants. One 
possible natural flocculent is the Meringa plant. The plant grows in 
Uganda and is drought resistant, fast growing, and grows in poor soil. Its 
seeds are one of the most effective sources of primary coagulation for 
water treatment, and in Malawi, some water treatment plants are using 
the Meringa seeds. When the seedpods are crushed and mixed with 
turbid water, positively charged proteins are formed that bind to 
suspended particles. The result is a reduction in turbidity, a reduction in 
bacterial count, and an antibiotic effect.  

 
There are a number of advantages of this treatment method.  Since the 
Meringa plant grows in Uganda, using the Meringa seeds as a natural 
coagulant is a sustainable, cost-effective treatment method.  Other 
advantages are that along with reducing turbidity, the Meringa seeds 
reduce the bacterial count of the water and have an antibiotic effect. 
 
Possible disadvantages are the availability of the flocculent, other 
potential uses for the plant overriding its use as a coagulant (such as a 
food source), and the actual effectiveness of the coagulant.  

 

2. Chemical Disinfection:  WaterGuard, Pur Packets, and Chlorine Tablets 

Both Pur packets and WaterGaurd are added directly to collected water. 
Pur packets come in individual 4-gram packets. To use, the packet is 
added to 10L of water, stirred for 5 minutes, and left to stand for 5 
minutes, after which the water is poured through a cloth without holes. 
The leftover flock collected in the cloth is thrown out and after an 
additional 20 minutes of sitting, the water is ready to drink. The active 
ingredients in the packets are ferric sulfate, which acts as a particle 
binder, and hypochlorite to disinfect the water. The packets remove 
numerous contaminants in water such as bacteria, protozoa, viruses, 
toxic metals, and pesticides. According to their advertisements, the 
packets remove 99.99% of intestinal bacteria, 99.99% of intestinal 
viruses, and 99% of protozoa, and have been shown to reduce diarrheal 
disease incidence in developing countries by as much as 90%. The packets 
are readily available, have been used in other places in Uganda, and are 
10 cents a packet.  

 
The advantages of the packets are that they are extremely efficient at 
disinfecting the water, and the finished water looks clean.  
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Some of the disadvantages that may arise with the packets are the 
packets need to be restocked, they might be hard to get people to 
consistently use them, they might not trust adding something to their 
water, and might have trouble following the instructions on how to 
properly use the packets.  

 
WaterGaurd is a bottled solution of sodium hypochlorite, the same 
disinfection additive used in the Pur packet. The solution is cheap, and 
when used properly, is effective at disinfecting the water. Unlike the Pur 
packets, WaterGaurd does not flock out the particles, so the disinfection 
may not be as effective and the water will not look clean. WaterGaurd 
has the same disadvantages as the Pur packets. 
 
Chlorine tablets have been used worldwide as a convenient, easy, and 
cost effective way to treat contaminated water. Chlorine tablets are 
widely available and can treat large amounts of water. Although chlorine 
does not remove particles from turbid water, it is very effective in 
disinfecting.  
 
Some of the disadvantages of chlorine tablets are the need for filtering 
beforehand, the possible harmful byproducts of chlorination, the need of 
a continuous source of chlorine tablets, the public stigma about adding 
chemicals to their water, and the taste of chlorinated water.  

3. Lifestraws 

Another possible option is the use and distribution of LifeStraws. The 
straws are 31 cm in length and use a 2-stage particle filtration to filter out 
particles down to 15 microns. Each straw lasts for a minimum of 700 
liters, or approximately 1 year. According to its advertisements, it 
removes 99.999% of waterborne bacteria and more than 98% of 
waterborne viruses. The straws are extremely easy to use. All that is 
required is to place the straw into collected water, drink through the 
straw, and blow through the straw when finished drinking to clean the 
filter. They are portable allowing for drinkable, clean water at a much 
greater convenience. Charities have distributed them in small numbers in 
areas of Uganda.  
 
Advantages of the Lifestraws are that they are very easy to use, portable, 
and effective at removing bacteria and viruses from the water. 
 
Some of the disadvantages are that the straws only last a year, and are 
more costly at $3.50 per straw. Due to the cost and life of LifeStraws, 
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they may not be the best option for prolonged use. However, they may 
be beneficial for temporary use until more long-term water treatment is 
available.  

  

iii. Flow-through Pasteurization (Chulli Water Purifier) 

People throughout the developing world utilize boiling to treat their 
contaminated drinking water.  Water, however, only needs to be heated to 70 
degree Celsius for a short time to deactivate the pathogens that make humans 
sick.  The process of destroying the harmful pathogens without fully sanitizing 
the water is known as pasteurization.  Flow-through pasteurization devices 
utilize the waste heat from traditional clay ovens to heat the water to an 
appropriate temperature for an adequate amount of time.   

 
Flow-through pasteurization can be achieved using the Chulli water purifier, 
which contains three main sections:  initial filtration, water heating coils, and 
clean water outlet.   A setup of the system is shown in Figure X.X.   
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Figure 8:  Chulli water purifier  

 
Initial Filtration:  The initial filtration is achieved using a simple sand-filled 
bucket.  Given the high turbidity of the water, a gravel filter may also be required 
before the sand to remove the larger particles.   
 
Water Heating Coils:  Once the water is filtered through the sand to remove 
algae and reduce turbidity, it flows to aluminum tubes that are 12 mm in 
diameter.  The aluminum tubes are coiled four times around the interior of a 
traditional clay stove used for cooking.  An example of these coils is shown in 
Figure 8.  When the stove is being used, water can be run through the system.  
The temperature of the water is raised when it comes in contact with the 
aluminum coils that are hot from the waste heat generated by the stove.     

 
Outlet:  Water temperature must be reach 70 degrees Celsius at the outlet for 
harmful pathogens to be deactivated.  The outlet temperature is dictated by the 
contact time of the water in the aluminum coils, and the contact time can be 
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manipulated by changing the elevation of the initial filtration bucket.  A study 
has shown a flow rate of 500 mL/minute at the outlet will provide the 
appropriate contact time (Islam and Johnston, 2006).   
 
Advantages of the Chulli water purifier is inexpensive to construct, operate, and 
maintain.  Once the initial device is installed, only the initial filter must be 
maintained.  The device can be constructed using materials that are readily 
available throughout Uganda.  Aluminum pipe, plastic buckets, and sand can all 
be located in Masaka.  The treatment rate of 500 mL/minute is relatively high 
compared to some types of filters.  Some community members currently boil 
water, but water only needs to be raised to 70 degrees C to become safe for 
human consumption.  If community members utilize the waste heat from 
cooking rather than using extra fuel to boil their water, the amount of solid fuel 
used in a household will decrease dramatically.   

 
One disadvantage of the Chulli water purifier is the cost.  The initial capital costs 
for the Chulli water filter is six dollars per unit.  Although this cost is manageable, 
it represents a large burden for families in the region.  If the elevation of the 
influent bucket is not appropriately adjusted, water can exit the device without 
reaching the critical pasteurization temperature.  An extensive education effort 
would be required to explain the operation of the Chulli water purifier.  People 
may be reluctant to believe harmful pathogens are removed from the water 
without actually boiling the water.   

 

C. Decision and Performance Evaluation Criteria 

An effective point-of-use water treatment intervention for a community in Uganda must 
be carefully evaluated prior to prototyping, and especially implementation. Necessary 
considerations include an assessment of the intervention’s performance potential, cost, 
material accessibility, ease of maintenance and construction, and likelihood of 
behavioral change.  
 
First, the potential of an intervention’s performance must be considered. This requires a 
detailed understanding of the context of the water quality problem as well as the 
physical and social structure of the community. Extensive research on interventions that 
have been attempted must be examined, paying close attention to the reasons why the 
intervention succeeded or failed.  
 
Secondly, the cost of the proposed intervention must be evaluated. This must be 
examined in the context of the average income of a community resident. Additionally, 
an indicator of community members’ willingness to pay for the intervention must be 
measured. This could be done via the pre-implementation survey or through interviews 
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with community leaders such as Maureen. The current cost of water and water quality 
improvements must be noted. Given that a community tends to value something more 
if its members pay for it, the intervention may be valued more if the community has a 
financial stake in it. However, it may not be possible for the community to pay up front 
implementation charges and subsequent maintenance charges. If this is an issue, a 
logical payment system must be developed. The less expensive the intervention is, 
however, the simpler the implementation strategy. Thus, the proposed intervention 
should aim to cost less than previous intervention projects.  
 
Accessibility to materials is an important factor to consider while evaluating potential 
water quality interventions. If the materials are locally sourced from either a renewable 
resource or a stable distributor, the longevity of the intervention will be more assured. 
If, however, the materials are not possible to source locally, it will be essential to 
establish not only a plan for gathering materials elsewhere, but a contingency 
arrangement in case the supply chain breaks. The ease of using readily available, locally 
sourced materials should be highly considered in evaluating the sustainability of the 
intervention.  
 
Another important factor to consider in the pre-design phase is the degree of 
complexity involved in maintenance and construction of the intervention. Taken with 
cost and accessibility to materials, the simplicity of the intervention’s long-term 
likelihood of success must be gauged. If maintenance and construction is extremely 
technical, the intervention may break down if the community expert is unable to fix the 
problem. Thus, an intervention that can be maintained without technical skill is 
desirable; or, a very detailed “maintenance command chain” must be developed.  
 
Parameters for measuring an intervention’s success may involve a pre- and post- 
implementation survey measuring incidence of waterborne illness, peoples’ satisfaction 
with water quality, and microbiological testing of the water. To measure the incidence 
and prevalence of waterborne illness, this could be done by examining community 
health records or interviewing a community health worker. Additionally, a household 
survey could be administered asking heads of households to detail the approximate 
frequency of diarrheal episodes over a defined period of time for each family member. 
To determine peoples’ satisfaction with water quality, a focus group meeting could be 
held prior to and after implementation of the point-of-use intervention. This qualitative 
data could be examined for themes relating to satisfaction level. Finally, it is important 
to gather concrete data regarding the water quality via sampling. Many water samples 
from many locations—multiple water sources, water storage receptacles—should be 
gathered and evaluated for pathogens in order to form a complete picture of the water 
quality situation.  
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5. Economic/Small Scale Business Development 

A. Problem Statement 

Primary: Low economic development, not enough capital to sustain 
Secondary: Food Security 
Tertiary: Water Security 

B. Design alternatives and expected impacts 

Alternatives:                    Impacts: 
 
(1) Farming Methods                       Primary, secondary, tertiary 
(2) Processing/Transportation Methods        Primary, secondary 
(3) Storage/Drying Methods          Primary, secondary, tertiary 
(4) Expansion of URF projects                      Primary, secondary 

C. Decision criteria 

 Cultural acceptance 

 Technical feasibility 

 Distribution supply chain 

 Reduces Water Usage 

 Increases Food Security 

 Increases Economic Opportunities 

 Increases Efficiency 
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Potential design solutions and evaluation – Economic Development 
 

Table 6: Decision Matrix        

  

Cultural 
acceptance 

Technical 
feasibility 

Supply 
chain 

Reduces 
Water 
Usage 

Increases 
Food Sec. 

Increases 
Economic 

Opportunity 

Increases 
Efficiency        

Total 
Score 
(X/70) 

Farming Methods         

Ground Breaking Tools 8 8 5 0 6 6 7 40 

Trained Animals 10 2 9 0 5 7 8 41 

Motorized Tiller 6 7 2 0 8 8 9 40 

Tractor 7 2 2 0 8 8 10 37 

Micro-Irrigation 7 10 8 10 7 6 9 57 

Processing Methods         

Grinders – Corn, Ground 
Nuts 7 8 10/4* 0 8 

9 
9 

51/45 

               

Storage Methods         

Various Drying Techniques 8 7 5 0 8 7 7 42 

Crop Transport(Bike Trailer)  10 6 8 0 7 9 9 49 

Large Structure 2 3 5 0 3 1 8 22 

Expansion of URF Initiatives         

Seed Loan 8 6 9 0 8 8 7 46 

Pig Raising 8 7 9 0 8 6 6 44 

Poultry-Egg Harvesting 8 9 10 0 8 8 6 49 

Goat Milking 8 6 5 0 8 8 6 41 

Hiring Vet (Animal Expert) 7 5 6 0 10 9 10 47 

 

*If CTI grinders are available from Kampala plant, supply chain distribution will be much 
higher 

 
The two biggest factors our group is considering when choosing to undertake the 
method are technical feasibility and the amount of increase in economic opportunity.  
As a group, our goal is to select 5-6 options of the above, with the aim that each option 
affects anywhere from 15-20 people. With this in mind, our most promising ideas are 
looking to be the micro-irrigation kits, grinders to make peanut butter and chips, and 
the poultry project. While some of the options such as the tractor seem unrealistic, they 
were included to show that the option was considered. 
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6. Public Health 

A. Background 
During a four-week stay at Mulobere, Uganda in June 2009, community health 
assessments were conducted at six communities surrounding Hope Integrated 
Academy.  The six communities assessed include Bugonzi, Kajalubanda, Gankanga, 
Lwempama, Kyetume and Kalisizo. The assessments evaluated the following criteria: 
community demographics, available water sources, water treatment methods, hygiene 
and sanitation practices, and personal health. Information gathered from the 
assessment confirms that overall, drinking water sources are scare, often an hour’s walk 
away or more, and the available water is contaminated with high sediment loads and 
harmful pathogens. The assessment also illustrated that boiling is the standard means of 
water treatment in all of the communities surveyed. A summary of the assessment data 
is included in the table below.  
 
Summary of information gathered from six community assessments 
 

Table 7: Summary of information gathered from six community assessments 

Community Primary water source(s) Average distance/time to  Water treatment method 
Bugonzi Swamp ½ mile Boiling 
 Chazanga  

(during dry season) 
Takes entire day  --- 

Kajalubanda Swamp 7 miles/half a days walk Boiling 
 Borehole (spoiled) --- --- 

 Rainwater harvesting 
(at household level) 

--- --- 

Gankanga Swamp 4 hours Boiling 
 Swamp 1 mile --- 

Lwempama Ponds 1 kilometer/1 hour Boiling 
 Chazanga 

(during dry season) 
5 miles/7 hours --- 

Kyetume Swamp 5 minutes Boiling 
 Swamp 5 miles/4 hours --- 

 Borewell 
(no water present) 

--- --- 

Kalisizo Dam 3 km/2 hours Boiling 

 
*A complete copy of the assessment data for each specific community is attached at the 
end of the document.  

B. Problem Statements 

Primary: Available water sources in the communities that surround Hope Integrated 
Academy are scarce and contaminated. During EWB’s visit to Mulobere in June 2009, 
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many of the communities assessed expressed the need for clean available water. 
Without reliable and clean water sources, dehydration, inadequate hygiene and 
sanitation, and incapacitated food growth ensue. Consumption of contaminated water 
supplies result in adverse health outcomes such as diarrhea, dysentery, and other 
waterborne associated illnesses.  
 
Secondary: The primary method used to treat contaminated water is by boiling the 
water. While boiling is an effective means of treating contaminated water, it is an 
energy intensive process, requiring one to spend time and energy collecting firewood. 
Additionally, there are health risks associated with inhalation exposure to the 
incomplete combustion by-products found in cooking exhaust.  The assessed 
communities have shown interest in alternative methods of water treatment other than 
boiling. 

C. Areas of Investigation and Intervention   

A major focus of the Public Health group will be to educate the Mulobere and 
surrounding communities about proper sanitation and hygiene, water quality, safe 
water storage, and water treatment methods. Particular efforts will be made to 
facilitate the use of the water treatment interventions implemented by the Water 
Treatment group. The Public Health group will collaborate with the Water Treatment 
group to identify appropriate water treatment interventions for each of the identified 
communities. Once the water treatment interventions are introduced into the 
community, the Public Health team will work to familiarize the communities with the 
proper usage and maintenance of the interventions. Water quality, hygiene, and 
sanitation education, in conjunction with the water treatment interventions 
implemented, will enable the community members to realize the full health benefits of 
their new point-of-use systems. As with any adoption of technology and/or behavior 
change, education is important for the sustainability of all projects implemented.  
 
Targeted areas of investigation:   Education, Clean Water Team, Household Survey, 
Water Quality Assessments, Safe Water Storage 
 

i. Education 

 
Hand Washing: We will teach the community about general hand washing; when 
you should wash your hands, why it is important, and how to properly wash.  
Targeting the children will be especially useful. 
 
Disinfection of Jerry Cans and Safe Water Storage: Community members use 
their jerry cans everyday for multiple uses, however, often times they are not 
properly cleaned/maintained.  To prevent cross-contamination and ensure clean 
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water, we will teach about how to properly clean/disinfect the jerry cans, and 
the importance of maintaining the cleanliness of the water carriers and storage 
areas. 
 
Water Chlorination: If the use of chlorination tablets is implemented as a way to 
treat drinking water, we will need to provide education on how to use the 
tablets as well as address any fears or health concerns about the use of 
chlorination.  It will be important for the Public Health group to demonstrate the 
use of the tablets and prove to the community that chlorinated water is safe to 
drink. 
 
Water Testing Kits:  The use of indicators to determine clean water vs. 
contaminated water will be important to teach the community the difference 
between good and bad water sources and provide a visual stimulus. 
 
For all education/teaching, it will be important to work with community 
members, the women’s group, and HIA students to promote good sanitation and 
hygiene.  The creation of a clean water team made up of community members 
will be necessary to aid in the spread of information and education to the 
surrounding areas and those who EWB may not be able to address.   

ii. Clean Water Team 

A proposed method to disseminate the information regarding the intervention 
would be to form a “Clean Water Team,” composed of HIA students or other 
community members. This team would be visible to the community and known 
as the resident “water experts.” The Team would first be given an extensive 
training on water quality issues such as: pathogens and how they cause disease, 
types of disease-causing pathogens, the importance of proper handwashing, 
sanitation techniques, proper water storage, and intervention training. For 
example, if the intervention was the use of chlorine tablets, the Team would 
hold sessions to teach others how to use the tablets and important maintenance 
information. The training would culminate in the awarding of a Clean Water 
Team certificate and the presentation of a highly visible, brightly colored team T-
shirt and tools like water testing kits and educational materials. After 
certification, the Team may give educational sessions on clean water in its own 
community or nearby villages. The Team members may be in charge of 
monitoring the implementation and outcomes of the intervention, and may 
make home visits to check on the intervention status.  

 
If possible, it would be desirable to incentivize student participation on the Clean 
Water Team by allowing them to count the time as community service hours, 
rather than spending the one Sunday a month volunteering for other 
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community-based tasks. Or, members from the Women’s Group would make 
excellent Clean Water Team members. The benefit of training community 
members as experts are many: the intervention is much more likely to be 
sustainable, community members are more likely to listen to one of its own, and 
community members may feel more comfortable interacting with and issuing 
concerns with a familiar face. Additionally, the Team will better understand 
challenges that may arise and will be better suited to address community 
concerns to the EWB team.  

iii. Household Survey 

Parameters for measuring an intervention’s success may involve a pre- and post- 
implementation survey measuring incidence of waterborne illness and peoples’ 
satisfaction with water quality. To measure the incidence and prevalence of 
waterborne illness, a household survey could be administered asking heads of 
households to detail the approximate frequency of diarrheal episodes over a 
defined period of time for each family member. To determine peoples’ 
satisfaction with water quality, a focus group meeting could be held prior to and 
after implementation of the point-of-use intervention. This qualitative data 
could be examined for themes relating to satisfaction level.  

 
Baseline Survey: The following is a checklist for a possible Household Survey 
regarding sanitation and hygiene practices, and occurrence of disease. Our 
concern will be to lower waterborne illnesses. 

 
Table 8: Baseline Survey  

Means of handling water: By hand/ long handle ladles/ other  

Method of storing water: Jerry can/ other 

Regular washing and scrubbing of jerry cans? Yes/ no 

Covered storage container? Yes/No 

Stored at ground level? Yes/No 

Share water source with domestic animals? Yes/No 

Access to cleaning/ disinfecting substances. 
Access to soap? 

Yes/No 
 

Waterborne illness incidences: 
Did you have diarrhea/ were sick within the past 
month?  

Yes/No 
 

 

iv. Water quality assessment and Safe water storage 

To measure the impact of the water treatment interventions it will be necessary 
to quantitatively assess water quality both before and after treatment. This will 
involve the sampling and microbiological testing of water sources at the point of 
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collection, of the water post treatment, and the storage vessels that the water is 
collected and stored in. Sampling and testing water before and after treatment is 
a critical component in measuring the efficacy of the implemented interventions, 
but it is also prudent to sample and test the vessels that collect and store the 
water. Observational studies, field investigations of the impact on specific 
behaviors and water vessel characteristics on water quality and health, and 
intervention studies using modified storage vessels have repeatedly confirmed 
water contamination during home storage. Paired samples from individual water 
sources and household storage containers have indicated that pathogen 
concentrations were generally higher in stored water than in source water. 
Combining safe water treatment and safe water storage is paramount in 
preventing the transmission of waterborne diseases. To address these concerns, 
the efforts of the Public Health team will be twofold: (1) ensure the effectiveness 
of the water treatment interventions by assessing water quality using 
microbiological testing and (2) reduce the transmission of waterborne diseases 
by promoting safe water storage. 

v. Water Quality Assessment 

Upon visual assessment during EWB-UMN’s visit in June 2009, it was evident that 
a majority of the reported water sources, mere swamps or ponds, were 
contaminated with high sediment and pathogen loads. To reaffirm the 
contamination levels of the water sources, samples need to be collected and 
analyzed. The microbial analysis for all of the water samples tested can be 
performed using 3M™ Petrifilm™ E.coli/Coliform Count Plates.  The 3M™ 
Petrifilm™ E.coli/Coliform Count Plate identifies and confirms the presence of E. 
coli and other coliforms within 24-48 hours. Fecal coliforms, such as E.coli, are 
frequently used as microbial indicators to detect the waterborne pathogens. 
From the presence or absence of coliforms on the count plates, one can infer 
whether or not the water source is contaminated with other harmful pathogens. 
Pathogen detection using fecal coliforms as microbial indicators is cost effective 
and is a more feasible alternative to testing the water source for every single 
pathogen that could possible exist. Indicators are also commonly used because 
fecal contamination is always in flux, and higher peaks are associated with higher 
health risks. By using a simple and cheap method, sample frequency is increased 
allowing for pathogen detection. 

 
According to WHO, the role of the microbial indicators in drinking water is to use 
them as an index of fecal pollution and therefore the results are used for the 
assessment of the health risk. In accordance with WHOs Guidelines for Drinking 
Water Quality, a suitable indicator should fulfill the following criteria:  

 
• Safe water does not have to contain the indicator but contaminated water 
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should always carry these organisms.  
• The indicator should neither be pathogenic nor multiply in the environment.  
• The number of indicators should exceed the number of pathogens.  
• The identification, enumeration and isolation of the indicators should be easy.  
• The indicators and pathogens should share the same characteristic relative to 
their common environment and water treatment processes.  
• In order to increase the sampling number, the test should be inexpensive.  
 
Given the qualities citied above, fecal coliform will be an effective indicator for 
the suspected contaminants within the water sources of the communities that 
the Public Health team will be working with. The advantages of specifically using 
3M™ Petrifilm™ E.coli/Coliform Count Plates for our microbial analysis include 
reliability, simplicity of use and storage, and relatively low cost. 

vi. Safe Water Storage 

The Public Health group will work closely with the women’s group, students at 
Hope and the Clean Water Team to promote safe water storage and highlight it’s 
importance. These identified groups, once educated on safe water storage, can 
in turn disseminate this information to their respective communities. The 
educational aspect of safe water storage will emphasize the importance of 
cleaning jerry cans on a regular basis, how to properly clean contaminated jerry 
cans, the implications of drinking water from a contaminated jerry can, and how 
recontamination occurs. Efforts will also be made to provide the materials 
needed to clean and disinfect contaminated jerry cans and to provide additional 
jerry cans for storage if needed. Information gathered from the assessments 
indicates that most communities use plastic jerry cans for water storage vessels, 
but others use clay pots. Uncontaminated jerry cans (with tightly fitting covers) 
are more effective at preventing water contamination than the clay pots, so it 
will also be important to identify the design criteria for safe water storage 
vessels, and what constitutes a safe storage vessel. By coupling point-of-use 
water treatment before storage with improvements in the design of household 
water storage vessels, the risk of disease transmission will be reduced. For water 
to be safely stored, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and 
the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) have proposed the following 
criteria for safe water storage vessels:  

 
1) Be constructed of translucent high-density polyethylene plastic or similar 
material that is durable, lightweight, nonoxidizing, easy to clean, inexpensive, 
and able to be locally produced;  
2) Hold an appropriate standard volume (eg, 20 L) and have a stable base and a 
sturdy, comfortable handle for easy carriage;  
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3) Have a single opening 5 to 8 cm in diameter with a strong, tightly fitting cover 
that makes it easy to fill the container and add disinfectant but difficult to 
immerse hands or utensils;  
4) Have a nonrusting, durable, cleanable spigot for extracting water;  
5) Allow air to enter as water is extracted;  
6) Have volume indicators and illustrations of safe water handling practices 
displayed on the outside of the vessel   


